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Introduction

The “Connections Window,” executed by stained glass artist Emily Finkel, is a
large stained glass work of art that appears in three horizontal window sections
above the main entryway to Ottawa Hills  High School,  located in  a western
suburb of Toledo, Ohio.  It is a work of art whose design reflects the collective
input of OHHS graduate Emily, OHHS art staff, OHHS graduates of the Class of
1959, OHHS 2011 student artists, and OHHS 2011 graphic design students.
The interpretation in this essay will  only make sense if  the reader visits the
following website for a picture of this art work and a discussion of the process
involved in its creation:  www.connectionswindow.pbworks.com 

As a social scientist, who has spent his professional career investigating, writing
and teaching in the field of the traditional arts and ritual in American culture, I
am well aware that meaning in a graphic artwork like the “Connections Window”
[a.k.a. “Connections”] is as diverse as the individuals creating and viewing it.
Those  of  us  who  professionally  seek  to  appreciate  art  and  to  discover  the
meanings in it can only probe and offer what we see as the range of meaning
possibilities – what I refer to as the “Meaning Complex.”  Given this diversity,
which of any of these possibilities characterize meaning at the level of groups is
almost  impossible  to  tell.   This  challenge is  made even more difficult  since
meaning  for  both  individuals  and  groups  resides  at  the  subliminal  and
unconscious levels, not just at the conscious level of awareness.  And while
some  observers  will  delve  deeply  into  the  Connections  Window  and  take
multiple  meanings  from  it,  many  will  glean  only  what  the  work  suggests
immediately on its surface as a result of a rather cursory glance.  And some will
come to the work so charged up with predisposing and idiosyncratic inclinations
that they may discover wonders or horrors in the work that occur to no one else.

I am entirely cognizant of the fact that in suggesting the complex of meaning
possibilities in “Connections” many will  think that  I  have over intellectualized
what this artwork is “about.”  This is likely to be especially true for those who
have  little  or  no  interest  or  experience  in  such  analysis,  just  as  given  my
interests and background, I might be inclined to dismiss as excessive a detailed
chemical analysis of plastic wrap.  Allowing for this challenge, I respect the fact
that  at  its  root  art  does  not  emanate  from  the  intellect.   The  fundamental
problem in pursuing meaning in the Connections Window, or in any other artistic
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expression, is that I have available to me no other tool than the intellect with
which to probe a mostly  non-intellectually  derived product.   If  I  had a more
appropriate tool and sufficient expertise with it, I would use it.  Ultimately, I can
only employ what I have at my disposal and hope what it reveals is useful to
some.
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The Meaning Complex

Recognizing  the  complicated  conditions  that  surrounds  trying  to  discover
meaning  in  any  art,  what  follows  are  the  different  potential  meanings  in
different  “zones”  of  consideration  that  I  see  as  important  in  Emily’s
“Connections Window.”  Others will no doubt see meanings and even zones
of meaning that I do not identify or discuss.  I start with the meaning layers
that are more apparent and that largely affirm what OHHS declares itself to
be.  I then consider some potential meanings that are less obvious and that
may be more surprising.

Meaning in Context
The “Connections” work exists in a context, and this context participates in its

meaning and function as an artwork.  In examining the importance of context
in this regard, it is worth noting that the centrally located green arrowhead
[the identifying school symbol] at the juncture of the main floor hallways and
the entry to the field house occupies the most prominent symbolic location in
OHHS.  The green bear and its paw as a symbol arose during the ‘59 Class’
years  in  the  school,  but  as  important  as  this  symbol  has  become,  the
arrowhead remains and carries a long historical tradition with it.  Apart from
the arrowhead, the next most prominent potential symbolic location for the
school is at is main entry – outside and inside.  The decision to place the
Connections Window in the upper three window panels spanning the entire
main entryway above the inner set of doors situates this work of art in a
maximally important location.  “Connections” potentially greets all individuals
entering  and  departing  through  this  venue.   So,  it  is  in  a  position  to
participate in announcing “up front” what OHHS is and what it stands for.
This  placement  of  the  Connections  Window affords  it  the  opportunity  to
make a maximal statement and to be maximally meaningful.  As is said in
real estate, the most important aspect of any property is “location, location,
location.”  “Connections” has LOCATION.  And prime location translates into
making  emphatic  the  complex  of  potential  meanings  carried  by  the
Connections Window itself.  This fact applies to all of the potential meanings
for “Connections” that follow.

Emotional Meaning
Clearly one of the difficult challenges that arise in discovering meaning in the
Connections Window is that it has the ability to evoke emotions in the observer.
But what the emotions are that the “Connections” “stimulus” evokes depends
very much on what the observer brings to the observation.  What delights and
excites one person may terrify another depending on their personal experiences
and points of view.  About all I am comfortable in saying about the emotional
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message in “Connections” is that it is intended to be positive, pleasurable, and
affirmative  while  also  being  stimulating  and  provocative  –  all  of  this  in  an
organized  and  mostly  contained  manner.   Beyond  this,  I  have  a  lot  of
experience and some confidence in our ability to probe for emotional meanings
in  art  at  the  individual  level,  but  I  am  so  thoroughly  impressed  with  the
enormous degree of  variation at  this  level  that  I  am very reluctant  to  claim
common  emotional  meanings  for  groups  in  any  work  of  art.   Others  may
disagree.

Decorative Meaning
If  art  communicates effectively,  some possible meanings can be sought with
some of these being more obvious and commonly shared between the artist
and observers and among observers than others.  In this regard, some aspects
of the “Connections” message are relatively easy to grasp, and most of these
are  not  surprising  at  all.   In  the  more  obvious  category,  clearly  one  of  the
functions of the window is to be attractive or decorative, and in its organic and
colorful  forms  and  flowing  lines  “Connections”  achieves  this  surface  layer
function and meaning.  As such the work constitutes a pleasant and attractive
way to enter and exit the school, suggesting that the school itself is a pleasant
and attractive place to be.  This is the art is “nice” or the “I like it” or “I don’t like
it” level of involvement and appreciation, and for a variety of reasons, many will
not engage or respond to the “Connections” work beyond this surface level of
meaning.  But, one of the options that the work affords in the OHHS educational
setting is  the opportunity for  the educational  staff  to  use “Connections”  with
students  as  a  way  to  assist  these  students  to  realize  that  if  they  permit
themselves closer attention and deeper involvement in an art work,  they are
likely to discover and experience additional layers of meaning beyond surface
decorative meanings.  This can be a very important lesson that can ramify in all
kinds of ways in approaching an understanding of any entity, activity, event, or
subject – not just art.

Meaning in Overall Design
At  the  level  just  more  detailed  than  decorative  meaning  in  art  is  meaning
derived from considering the overall design of “Connections.”  In this regard the
lines and shapes in the work are very colorful and organic – round, flowing and
circling with  pulses between its  connected and varied visual  bundles.    The
connecting lines are vine like in form and suggest growth between and among
the different  visual  bundles as if  they are the “fruits”  of  this growth.   These
dominant overall design features suggest a very positive orientation to life as a
progressive  process  which  is  filled  with  vibrancy,  intensity  and  groups  of
different  and  interconnected  activities  and  perspectives.   And “Connections”
suggests this not in a “wild” but in a mostly controlled manner.  Where the green
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vine or ribbon exits the frame and returns into view as well as where bundles
are  only  partially  revealed  at  the  edge  of  the  frame,  the  design  suggests
experience as on-going  and open-ended.   So,  in  its  overall  design layer  of
meaning,  “Connections”  offers  a  very  appropriate  message  for  OHHS  by
supporting the general goals of the school to encourage controlled exuberance
in what is hoped to be the positive, pleasurable, progressive, and open-ended
pursuit of educational excellence.  To absorb this level of the potential message
in “Connections” requires an observer to consider the work at least briefly, more
than just “at a glance.”  Many observers are likely to devote this much attention
to what is otherwise a very visually appealing work.

Detailed Meaning in Visual Content
For those who spend more time with “Connections,” its particular figurative and
symbolic content clearly invite observers to discover meaning in it.  In delving
into this layer of  meaning in “Connections,”  some will  appeal to Freudian or
Jungian or Taoist schools of symbolic interpretation to assign meanings that
they hold to be common to all  observers.  Personally,  while I recognize that
emotionally grounded meanings are very important in considering “Connections”
and while I agree that affective meaning in art can be reasonably discovered for
individuals,  I  am  very  highly  skeptical  that  we  can  identify  shared,  gross
meanings among individuals and across groups and cultures by asserting that
symbols and figures in art constitute variants of universal symbols which have
consistent  meanings  at  either  the  personal  or  collective  unconscious  level.
Others  may  disagree  and  wish  to  suggest  such  potential  meanings  for
“Connections.”

We do not have to convert the figures and symbols in “Connections” to some
claimed, universally held language of symbolism in order to discover meaning in
them.  We can accept that the primary purpose of these figures and symbols is
to elaborate on the main theme announced in the title of the work.  This title,
together with a brochure that has been created to accompany “Connections,”
literally explicate the details of the work’s intention at this level.  Whether this
specific narrative of meaning in the work would be apparent without its declared
title and associated brochure is a good question.  But for all who read them,
these accoutrements reveal what the designers of the work intended the overall
message to be as well as the contribution each symbolic and representational
bundle in the work makes to it.  There is no need to repeat this statement of
meaning here.  Suffice it to say, the collective effect of this visual presentation is
to recognize the many ways humans can connect and to encourage the pursuit
and development of these connections.  The goal of achieving a full state of
such connectedness is to realize lives and societies defined by a complete set
of  interrelated  and  respectful,  quality  relationships  [socially,  culturally,
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philosophically,  scientifically,  ethnically,  artistically,  etc.].   A world  defined by
comprehensive, quality relationships would in turn be one where peoples and
nations could live with  more cooperation and less conflict  in  a more unified
overall  setting.   So,  in  a  sense,  the  broadest  underlying  message  of  the
figurative and symbolic content of “Connections” is the potential for unification
within and across our diverse cultures if we respect the degree to which we are
in fact interconnected.

In a highly homogenous, upper middle class, suburban community like Ottawa
Hills,  this is an admirable value to declare so prominently.   If  the policy and
behavior  in  the  school  correspond  to  this  announced  message  in  the
Connections Window, then “Connections” would reinforce the worldview actually
existing in the school.  It seems more likely that the Window may support an
ideal that may be more or less approximated in reality – the situation for so
many public symbols [Consider the symbol of “blind” justice and its relationship
to whether equal justice is in fact the case in America].  The prominent location
for the “Connections” statement of this ideal is nevertheless significant because
it lends a great deal of emphasis to it.  The placement of “Connections” in the
panels above the main entry and above the fray of everyday school life is also
fitting for the declaration of an ideal.  Since the title and brochure make the
detailed statement of this ideal explicit, the intended meaning of the figurative
and  symbolic  graphics  in  the  work  should  also  be  highly  shared  among
observers.

Social Meaning
While the Connections Window is very local in its placement and is identified as
the work of Emily Finkel, this is not a work of art produced solely out of the
inspiration of a single artist working alone in her studio.  Rather, it is the result of
a project  that  involved the coordinated participation of  a number of  different
individuals  and  groups  in  order  to  come  to  fruition.   The  evolution  of
“Connections” from initial idea to completed installation saw participation from a
rather complex team – Emily Finkel [stained glass artist and OHHS graduate],
Steve Wipfli and Kristin Meyerholtz [OHHS art teachers], OHHS art and design
students, Ben McMurray [OHHS Principal], and the Class of ’59 Window Project
Group led by Phil Adams.  And this diverse core group was vastly expanded
both by others that assisted at various points in the school and by the OHHS
Class of ’59 as a whole that supported the project and underwrote it financially.

The  successful  culmination  of  the  “Connections”  project  and  its  formal
dedication ceremony during the 2011 OHHS Homecoming weekend salutes the
lengthy and complex social  process that made “Connections” possible.  The
Connections Window carries this meaning, and the plaque that commemorates
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it as a Gift of the OHHS Class of 1959 at its 50th Reunion draws attention to this
fact for others beyond the immediate time of the work’s completion.  52 years
have passed since the Class of ’59 graduated from OHHS – with most class
members  having  left  the  area  to  lead  lives  consumed  by  interests  and
obligations elsewhere,  but  these mostly dispersed class members elected to
involve  themselves  and  support  the  “Connections”  project.   This  fact  is  a
testament  to  the  importance  class  members  place  on  their  experience  in
growing up in Ottawa Hills and in benefiting from the education they received in
OHHS.  The Connections Window stands for this kind of long-term commitment
to  the  community  and  school,  and  it  carries  this  meaning  to  others  and
encourages  them to  make  a  similar  long-term  commitment  –  regardless  of
where their lives may lead them after graduating from OHHS.

Meaning in the Stained Glass Craft
Another component of  the Connections Window message is contained in its
craft as a stained glass work.  This craft requires exacting piecework creation
and assembly.   And Emily’s  work,  where the complex design is coordinated
across three segregated panels, necessitates a lot of precise planning if it is to
succeed as a unified whole.  Especially to produce large panels, the artist has to
consider  the  technical  challenges  of  weight  and  the  flexing  caused  by  the
pressure differential in a double entry setting.  Emily must execute the cuts and
joints  of  the  work  carefully  and  skillfully  to  meet  both  the  design  and
“engineering”  requirements  for  the work.   Such  stained glass art  also takes
much time and persistence to complete; it is definitely not one-off art produced
in minutes that relies on a singular pulse of emotion.  The characteristics of
Emily’s  execution  of  her  craft  carry  their  meaning  into  the  message  of  the
Connections Window as she experiences the work and as observers admire the
result:   care  in  design  and  “engineering”  planning,  persistence  over  time,
technical mastery of the skills to construct and combine pieces so they work
together to create a complex overall result.

All of these characteristics that are embodied in Emily’s finely executed stained
glass  craft  reinforce  the  core  attitudes  and  values  that  are  intended  to  be
instilled in OHHS students during their central educational experience.  As such
the  meaning  exhibited  by  Emily’s  example  of  her  craft  in  “Connections”  is
entirely appropriate for and reinforces the major goals of the school.  While this
level of meaning may not be explicit, it is likely to be implicitly recognized, at
least  by  some  observers,  if  they  take  the  time  to  appreciate  the  technical
expertise that the work exhibits.
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The Meaning of “Connections” as a Window
Some of  the less obvious potential  meanings of  “Connections”  may also be
more surprising, even controversial.  As is true for the more apparent potential
meanings, these less obvious meanings are also magnified in importance by the
prominent  location of  the Window in the school.   Many of  these “under  the
radar” meanings may not have been part of what the artist, art department or
school  administration  consciously  intended.   But  for  myself,  these  are  very
important and conscious meanings that I wanted to see expressed when, as
part of the 50th reunion planning group, I suggested and promoted an art project
in  OHHS as  the  Class  gift.   I  felt  that  OHHS needed  more  art  in  its  core
environment and that if this art expressed an expansive view of the world and of
reality in general, it might counter what can be a rather insular orientation and
experience  in  the  small,  exclusive  suburb  of  Ottawa  Hills.   In  my  view,
“Connections”  definitely has met  these goals.   So,  while  these less obvious
meanings may be peripheral for some, they are central – at least for me.

We  can  start  with  the  fact  that  “Connections”  is  a  Window.   A  window  is
something we look through to see to something else, and it allows us to look in
or out offering different points of view.  The Connections Window asks us to
look  to  it  and  through  it  to  discover  and  affirm  the  extent  of  our
interconnectedness.  Light conditions substantially change the reflective surface
of what we see, but whether we are coming or going the message remains the
same.  So, the window suggests that connections are fundamental and change
only  superficially  with  point  of  view.   Still,  in  different  light  conditions,  we
experience  tremendous  variation  in  discovering  the  same  message.   So,
“Connections” suggests that there are many ways from different points of view
to discover the same fundamental truth about being connected and about the
need to commit to the values that are implied in this fact.

Now we can consider where we are eventually led by a work that promotes a
greater commitment to connectedness.  To be connected is to share something,
and the recognition of this sharing invites us to discover the multiple ways we
are connected.  And as the awareness of our multiple connections accumulates,
our identity itself becomes more and more shared.  Eventually we realize that at
one level we are all the same and really participate in one “clustered” identity.
This is where an awareness of the extent of our inter-connectedness eventually
takes us, and the visual narrative in the Connections Window, as it progresses
and circles through our various kinds of connections, builds inevitably to this
conclusion.  So what is the implication of our being interconnected to the extent
that we share fundamentally in a singular identity?  It is an ethical and moral
implication: what we do to others we do to ourselves.  Therefore, in the end, the
Connections Window holds within it a potential meaning that commits us to both
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an ethical ideal and a moral imperative.  Those involved in the “Connections”
project and most of those observing the work may not consciously recognize
this implied meaning, but it is potentially there.  My expectation is that very few
will find it and bring it to a conscious level of awareness.

The Meaning of “Connections” as Exemplifying Art Per Se
“Connections” is Art,  and art  in this case is offered a prime symbolic  school
location.   There  is  much potential  meaning  in  this  fact  alone,  whatever  the
message of that art might be.  After all, the Class of 1959 could have proposed
as our gift an array of representative science, mathematical, or industrial objects
to  be  displayed  in  niches  in  the  central  hallway  corridor  to  celebrate  the
achievements of intellect and technology.  Considering the focus of the OHHS
curriculum and the successful professional and business careers that most of its
graduates pursue,  this  array would  be entirely  in  line  with  the  ethos  of  the
school and the community.  The fact that Art, whatever the genre or subject, is
accorded this prominent location places a high value on Art ITSELF.  After all
“Connections” is not art limited in context to the display cabinets or gallery in the
art room, where the audience for student art is mostly “amateur” art students.
While  Art  is  strictly  an  elective  in  the  OHHS  curriculum  and  as  such  has
peripheral  “academic”  status,  the  Connections  Window  is  a  commissioned
artwork by a professional artist in a maximally prominent location that makes its
statement to and for the school as a whole.  These facts elevate Art itself to a
much higher position than it occupies in the school curriculum, and it potentially
legitimates art as a highly valued pursuit in life.

Meaning in Exemplifying the Artistic Process
To suggest parity between art and science in OHHS life and community is not
the norm, and yet this is one potential underlying meaning that the Connections
Window  carries.   Equally  important,  by  celebrating  and  elevating  Art,
“Connections”  brings  with  it  recognition  and  support  for  the  process  that
underlies artistic expression.  And importantly, art relies on mental processing
modes that contrast sharply with those highlighted in science.  Art is grounded
in  the  intuitive  faculties  of  synthesis  and  explores  the  world  revealed  by
subjective awareness, while science relies on the rational faculties of analysis
and explores the world revealed by objective awareness.  In elevating art, and
the artistic process together with it, the Connections Window in its location also
suggests  parity  for  the intuitive  human faculties.   I  doubt  that  any of  those
involved in the Window project ever thought consciously about the Connections
Window and its  placement  serving to elevate the status of  both art  and the
artistic  process,  but  I  definitely  think  that  the  work  carries  these  potential
meanings.  They may be in the background and recognized at some level by
only a few observers, but they are there.
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“  Connections” and Art in General
As a scientist I am committed to and have great respect for the intellect and the
importance and value of its use.  I use it all the time, including in this writing.
But as someone who has studied art and ritual as a career, I have discovered
that while intellect serves the acquisition of artistic technique and can contribute
to design and execution, it is not the source of inspiration in art.  The intuitive is
that core source in all of the arts as well as in ritual, and the objective of great
ART  is  to  bring  subjective  awareness  to  expression  in  objective  reality.
Achieving  a  state  of  flow [oneness  or  connectedness  or  shared  identity,  or
effortlessness] whether in game, or dance, or  ritual,  or one of the plastic or
graphic arts is the ideal for the artist, an ideal he or she hopes to inspire in the
observer.

For those who reach this state of flow, Art seems to just happen for the artist
and to envelop the observer and make the observer part of the art itself.  As
observers, we experience this level of being “overcome” by art most easily in
the performing arts, especially drama and film, when we identify and empathize
with particular characters and their actions and are drawn into the art to share in
their identity.  As we “enter” art in this way, the defining features of objective
space and time tend to  disappear  and,  if  we  reach the point  of  being truly
“absorbed”  by  the  art,  we  can  become  an  unrestrained  conduit  for  the
subjective.  As a successful work of graphic art, “Connections” offers observers
this  same  option  to  be  “absorbed”  in  it  and  to  experience  its  message  of
connectedness at the more purely subjective level.  Such experience can be
extraordinarily powerful – akin to what in the fundamentalist religious experience
is referred to as being “born again.”  In general, observers protect themselves
from  this  level  of  immersion  by  holding  back,  so  very  few  are  likely  to
experience  “Connections”  in  this  way.   But  the  potential  is  there,  and  the
meaning of connectedness in the work can be vastly magnified and experienced
at a gut level for the rare few who “risk” it.

Interestingly,  “Connections”  offers  the  observer  both  commentary on  the
importance  of  connections  and  connectedness  and  the  experience of  being
connected  through  immersion  in  a  work  of  art.   And  at  the  same  time
“Connections” supports the value of the intuitive as the source of good art, of
the artistic state of mind, and of the artistic process, which collectively bring the
subjective awareness and experience of reality into “view.”

As an adventure into the synthetic domain of the subjective, art is one avenue to
understanding reality as a vast, undifferentiated whole where connections are
everything and discreteness in objective space and time dissolve.  The mental
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state and accompanying set of intuitive operations that are essential in creating
art  and  that  are  encouraged  in  the  observer’s  experience  of  art  are  not
considered “normative” in most school environments.   It  is  totally refreshing,
even encouraging, to see what may well be an inadvertent celebration of this
mental state and set of operations supported in the Connections Window and its
prominent placement in the OHHS setting.  Perhaps a few will  discover this
message and meaning in “Connections.”  Fewer yet are likely to pass through
the  window  of  art  that  “Connections”  offers  to  actually  experience
interconnectedness as an essential feature of subjective reality.

Conclusion

Meaning in Art is a complex issue.  It resides potentially in many different layers
and domains, and in each of these, it can be partaken to different degrees by
different observers.  While meaning can “come” all at once, it is more typical
that  participating  in  meaning  at  the  more  comprehensive  levels  requires
experiencing a work of art over some time and approaching it in different frames
of mind.  Ultimately for each observer meaning is a consolidated whole, which
only for  heuristic  purposes we can parcel  out  in  an analytical  interpretation.
Discovering the meaning complex in “Connections” reflects these facts, and I
have only suggested some of the possibilities in some layers and domains.

Given my particular motivations and interests in the “Connections” project, I can
only hope that achieving balance between developing the intellect and intuition
– a goal that “Connections” can promote - may be realized not only in OHHS but
also in and among cultures worldwide.   Art  and ritual  can open the door to
enlightenment  in  the  subjective.  Knowing  the  FACT  of  our  fundamental
connectedness, which art like “Connections” can reveal both intellectually and
experientially,  can provide one basis for  humans to constrain and hold their
intellectually permissive and biologically driven aggressive inclinations in check.

Maybe someday we humans as a whole will realize that we can all be artists 
with the lives we lead and not just in the “things” we make.  Maybe then we will 
approach life and take the kind of care in living it respectfully, observantly and 
responsibly that attends the underlying sensibility and message in the work of 
many artists.  “Connections” is one of these works. 
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